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bstract

Three defining clinical symptoms of autism are aberrant reciprocal social interactions, deficits in social communication, and repetitive behaviors,
ncluding motor stereotypies and insistence on sameness. We developed a set of behavioral tasks designed to model components of these core
ymptoms in mice. Male mice from 10 inbred strains were characterized in assays for sociability, preference for social novelty, and reversal of
he spatial location of the reinforcer in T-maze and Morris water maze tasks. Six strains, C57BL/6J, C57L/J, DBA/2J, FVB/NJ, C3H/HeJ, and
KR/J, showed significant levels of sociability, while A/J, BALB/cByJ, BTBR T+tf/J, and 129S1/SvImJ mice did not. C57BL/6J, C57L/J, DBA/2J,
VB/NJ, BALB/cByJ, and BTBR T+tf/J showed significant preference for social novelty, while C3H/HeJ, AKR/J, A/J, and 129S1/SvImJ did not.
ormal scores on relevant control measures confirmed general health and physical abilities in all strains, ruling out artifactual explanations for

ocial deficits. Elevated plus maze scores confirmed high anxiety-like behaviors in A/J, BALB/cByJ, and 129S1/SvImJ, which could underlie
omponents of their low social approach. Strains that showed high levels of performance on acquisition of a T-maze task were also able to reach
riterion for reversal learning. On the Morris water maze task, DBA/2J, AKR/J, BTBR T+tf/J, and 129S1/SvImJ failed to show significant quadrant
reference during the reversal probe trial. These results highlight a dissociation between social task performance and reversal learning. BTBR

+tf/J is a particularly interesting strain, displaying both low social approach and resistance to change in routine on the water maze, consistent
ith an autism-like phenotype. Our multitask strategy for modeling symptoms of autism will be useful for investigating targeted and random gene
utations, QTLs, and microarray analyses.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder, defined in the
SM-IV by three fundamental symptoms [2]. Aberrant recip-

ocal social interactions include low levels of social approach,
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nd qualitatively unusual modes of social interaction [44,96].
eficits in social communication include delayed development
f speech and poor expressive language [76]. Stereotyped,
epetitive, and ritualistic behaviors, narrow restricted interests,
nsistence on sameness and resistance to change in habit are
omponents of the third defining diagnostic [18,120]. While evi-
ence for neuropathology in autism suggests increased brain

olume [6,8,30,37,61,62,94,97,126] and other neuroanatom-
cal changes [7,32,78,95,103,127], and fMRI studies indi-
ate reduced activation of the amgydala and fusiform gyrus
uring social tasks [43,92,105], there is no consistent neu-
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ological or biochemical marker for diagnosis, and the eti-
logy of autism remains unknown. In addition, there is a
ack of effective therapeutic strategies [119]. A significant
enetic component for autism is supported by studies of
oncordance rates between identical twins [13,35,48,70,121],
nd candidate autism-susceptibility genes have been proposed
rom linkage and association analyses [11,27,45,87,93,98,129].
hese advances in our understanding of the genetic basis of
utism are leading to the development of promising mouse
odels that reflect genetic polymorphisms linked to autism

5,66].
One of the challenges in the evaluation and use of mouse

odels for autism is to design behavioral tests that reflect the
ore symptoms of the disease [66,85,88,100]. Without biological
arkers, behavioral traits with face validity to the core char-

cteristics of autism represent one approach toward evaluating
enetic contributions and potential treatments. We and other labs
re engaged in developing mouse behavioral tasks with con-
eptual analogies to the three defining features of autism. The
resent study addresses the first symptom, low or aberrant social
pproach, and the third symptom, resistance to change in habit.
he goal of the present experiments is to understand the genetic
ariability across inbred strains of mice on these tasks, which
an then be used to identify genes in strains with unusual traits
n these behavioral domains.

We have developed a mouse social approach task to assess
ociability, the tendency to spend time with another conspe-
ific, and preference for social novelty, the ability to discriminate
nd choose between familiar and new conspecifics [86,89]. In
his procedure, the mouse is placed in the center compartment
f a three-chambered test box, and given a choice between
pending time in the side containing an unfamiliar (stranger)
onspecific mouse, or remaining alone. The stranger mouse is
ontained within a small wire cage, to allow exposure to visual,
uditory, olfactory, and some tactile stimuli, while preventing
ggressive or sexual interactions. Measures taken during the
est include time spent in each side, entries into each side, and
ime spent sniffing each cage. An identical wire cage in the
pposite side chamber serves as a control novel object, to mea-
ure exploration of something new that has no social valence.
dult male mice of three standard inbred strains, C57BL/6J,
BA/2J, and FVB/NJ, and the F1 hybrid B6129, demonstrated
clear preference for spending time in the proximity of another
ouse, versus in proximity to a novel object, while the A/J

train did not exhibit significant levels of sociability [86,89].
his social deficit in A/J may result from their general lack
f active exploration and anxiety-like phenotype, as observed
n the elevated plus maze [23,79,107,115]. Using a similar
ask, Brodkin and colleagues [24,102] have found low levels
f social approach in mice from the BALB/cJ strain, which
s also characterized by high levels of anxiety-like behaviors
12,36,40].

A second component of our social behavior task evaluates

reference for social novelty in mice. In this phase of the test,
second unfamiliar mouse (stranger 2) is placed into the wire

age that was empty during the assessment of social approach.
he test mouse then has a choice between spending time in the
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ide with the now-familiar stranger 1, or investigating the newly-
ntroduced stranger 2. C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, and FVB/NJ, but not
/J, showed significant preference for proximity to stranger 2,
ersus the already-investigated stranger 1 [86,89].

In addition to deficits in social interaction, children with
utism can show cognitive inflexibility, as seen in restricted inter-
sts, rigid adherence to schedules, insistence on sameness, and
pset at changes in routine and habit. Perseveration and rever-
al tasks in mice have reasonable face validity to components
f these symptoms. We are using reversal learning in T-maze
nd water maze spatial tasks to examine resistance to change
n a learned pattern of behavior in mice. After reaching crite-
ion on acquisition trials to learn the location of a food reward
n the T-maze, or the location of the hidden escape platform in
he water maze, the reinforcer location is switched to an oppo-
ite arm of the T-maze, or opposite quadrant of the water maze.
nbred strains of mice that fail to adapt to the new conditions
or reinforcement may provide a model for the insistence on
ameness characteristic of the autism phenotype.

The present study replicates and extends the mouse strain
istribution on our social tasks to include six new inbred strains,
57L/J, C3H/HeJ, AKR/J, BALB/cByJ, BTBR T+tf/J, and
29S1/SvImJ, in comparison to C57BL/6J, DBA/J, FVB/NJ,
nd A/J. These strains were selected from the top tier of
nbred mouse strains recommended by the Jackson Labora-
ory Mouse Phenome Project (http://www.aretha.jax.org/pub-
gi/phenome/mpdcgi). Young male mice were employed, for
onsistency with the approximately 4:1 ratio of boys to girls in
utism [48,49,87]. After completion of social testing, these 10
nbred mouse strains were evaluated for reversal learning in the
-maze and/or water maze tasks. Evaluation of general health,
ome cage behaviors, neurological reflexes, activity in an open
eld, motor coordination, olfactory ability, and anxiety-related
ehaviors on the elevated plus-maze were conducted to con-
rol for procedural abilities necessary for the social and reversal
asks.

. Materials and methods

.1. Animals

Twenty male mice from eight inbred strains, C57BL/6J, C57L/J, DBA/2J,
VB/NJ, AKR/J, A/J, BALB/cByJ, and 129S1/SvImJ, 19 male mice from the
3H/HeJ strain, and 24 male mice from the BTBR T+tf/J strain were purchased

rom The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME (JAX). An additional set of 10
ale mice from the A/J strain (JAX) was independently tested for elevated plus
aze performance. An additional set of 20 male mice from the AKR/J strain

JAX) was tested, due to health problems arising in the older mice (see Section
.2). Additional sets of C57BL/6J males were independently tested on the social
ask to confirm consistency of findings across time. Mice were 3–4 weeks of
ge upon arrival at the University of North Carolina animal facility in Chapel
ill, NC. Animals were housed separately by strain, with three to four mice per
lastic tub cage, and provided with Purina 5058 chow and water ad libitum. The
ousing room was maintained at 23 ◦C on a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights off at
p.m.). All procedures were conducted in strict compliance with the policies on

nimal welfare of the National Institutes of Health and the University of North
arolina (stated in the “Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,”

nstitute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Research Council, 1996
dition), and approved by the University of North Carolina Animal Care and
se Committee.

http://www.aretha.jax.org/pub-cgi/phenome/mpdcgi
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.2. Test procedures

Order of testing for most strains was: (1) home cage observations at age 3–4
eeks; (2) general health and neurological reflexes at age 4–5 weeks; (3) open
eld locomotion and rotarod at age 5–6 weeks; (4) social behavior test at age 6–7
eeks; (5) olfactory latency to find buried food at age 7–8 weeks; (6) elevated
lus-maze at age 8–10 weeks; (7) T-maze learning and reversal at age 3–4
onths; (8) Morris water maze spatial learning and reversal at age 4–6 months.
nless otherwise indicated, testing was conducted under fluorescent laboratory

ighting. Three strains (FVB/NJ, C3H/HeJ, and A/J) were tested for olfactory
bility before, and not after, the social behavior test. The BTBR T+tf/J mice
ere evaluated for T-maze learning both before and after the water maze test.
he 129S1/SvImJ mice were not tested in the T-maze procedure. Mice appeared

o be healthy at the conclusion of the testing sequence, with the exception of
ice from the AKR/J strain. While the group remained healthy throughout

he T-maze testing, eleven of the mice died or were euthanized due to weight
oss before the start of the water maze testing, possibly due to the high rate of
eukemia reported for this strain (e.g. 90). A separate group of 20 AKR/J mice
ere tested, using the sequence described above, but with water maze testing

onducted at an earlier time point (age 3–4 months), rather than the T-maze
est.

.3. Home cage behaviors

During the first week in the animal facility, observations of grouped mice
n their home cages were taken at three different time points: 8:00 a.m., 12:00
oon, and 6:50 p.m. Records were taken for 20 min at each time point, for a total
f 60 min of home cage observation. Two hours before the noon observation,
ne white cotton nestlet square (Ancare Corp., Bellmore, NY) was added to
ach cage, in order to assess nest-building behavior. The evening observation
as conducted 10 min before lights off, and then for another 10 min after the

ights had gone off, using red light illumination. Records were taken for nestlet
hredding, nest building, sleeping in huddles, activity, fighting, and any aberrant
ehaviors, such as tremor or seizures.

.4. General health and neurological reflexes

Behavioral testing began 1 week after arrival into the animal facility. The
ice were first evaluated for general health [38,39,86], including body weight,

ppearance of the fur and whiskers, body posture, and normality of gait. Reflex-
ve reactions to a gentle touch from a cotton swab to the whiskers on each side
f the face, the approach of the cotton swab to the eyes, and the sound from a
etal clicker (Preyer reflex) were assessed. Animals were observed for the visual

lacing reflex (forepaw extension when lowered toward a visible surface), and
or ability to grasp a metal grid with forepaws and hindpaws.

.5. Locomotion

Exploratory activity in a novel environment was assessed in one 5-min test
n a photocell-equipped automated open field (40 cm × 40 cm × 30 cm; Ver-
amax system, Accuscan Instruments). Parameters included horizontal activity,
mbulation (total distance traveled), fine movements (repeated breaking of the
ame set of photobeams), rearing movements, and time spent in the center
egion of the chamber. Testing was conducted in the morning or early after-
oon, during the light phase of the mouse light/dark cycle. Activity chambers
ere contained inside sound-attenuating boxes, equipped with houselights and

ans.

.6. Rotarod performance

Mice were assessed for balance and motor coordination on an accelerating

otarod (Ugo-Basile, Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, Il). Revolutions per minute
rpm) were set at an initial value of 3, with a progressive increase to a maximum
f 30 rpm across the 5-min test session. Each animal was given a single test
ession consisting of two trials, with 45 s between each trial. Latency to fall, or
o rotate off the top of the turning barrel, was measured by the rotarod timer. If

h
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a
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he mouse immediately fell off at the beginning of the first trial, that trial was
ot counted, and the mouse was given a new trial. Records were taken on the
umber of mice that inverted (clung to the barrel for a full rotation) during each
rial for every strain except FVB/NJ.

.7. Sociability and preference for social novelty

The social behavior apparatus, illustrated in Fig. 1A and previously described
89], was designed to assess whether subject mice tend to spend time with
tranger mice. The apparatus was a rectangular, three-chambered box fabricated
rom clear polycarbonate. Dividing walls had retractable doorways allowing
ccess into each chamber. Photocells were embedded in each doorway to allow
utomatic quantification of entries and duration in each chamber of the social
est box. The chambers of the apparatus were cleaned with water and dried with
aper towels between each trial. At the end of each test day, the apparatus was
prayed with 70% ethanol and wiped clean with paper towels.

.7.1. Procedures for the social behavior test
(A) Habituation. The test mouse was first placed in the middle chamber

nd allowed to explore for 10 min, with the doorways into the two side cham-
ers open. Each of the two sides contained an empty wire cage (Galaxy Cup,
pectrum Diversified Designs, Inc., Streetsboro, Ohio). The wire cages were
1 cm in height, with a bottom diameter of 10.5 cm and bars spaced 1 cm apart.

weighted cup was placed on the top of each cage to prevent climbing by
he test mice. Each wire cage was used only once per day, and all cages were
ashed with soap and water at the end of each test day. (B) Sociability. After

he habituation period, the test mouse was enclosed in the center compartment
f the social test box, and an unfamiliar mouse (stranger 1; a C57BL/6J male),
urther described below, was enclosed in one of the wire cages and placed in
ne of the side chambers. The location for stranger 1 alternated between the left
nd right sides of the social test box across subjects. Following placement of
tranger 1, the doors were re-opened, and the subject was allowed to explore the
ntire social test box for a 10-min session. Measures were taken of the amount
f time spent in each chamber and the number of entries into each chamber by
he automated testing system. In addition, a human observer scored time spent
niffing each wire cage, using a computer keypad and software developed by
r. Josephine M. Johns, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, and
r. Larry W. Means, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC [67]. (C) Pref-

rence for social novelty. At the end of the 10-min sociability test, each mouse
as further tested in a third 10-min session to quantitate preference to spend

ime with a new stranger. A new unfamiliar mouse was placed in the wire cage
hat had been empty during the previous 10-min session. The test mouse had
choice between the first, already-investigated, now-familiar mouse (stranger
) and the novel unfamiliar mouse (stranger 2). As described above, measures
ere taken of the amount of time spent in each chamber, the number of tran-

itions between chambers of the apparatus, and time spent sniffing each wire
age.

.7.2. Controls for the social behavior test
To confirm the absence of a side preference bias for either of the two side

hambers of the social test box, measures were taken of time spent in each side
uring the 10-min habituation period. None of the strains showed a significant
reference for either the right or left side [no main effect of side; p > 0.05, within-
roup repeated measures analysis for each strain]. In addition, separate groups
f C57BL/6J mice were periodically evaluated in the social behavior task, to
onfirm that the environmental parameters for the assay had not changed and
ormal tendencies for social approach could still be observed. Stranger mice
ere adult male C57BL/6J (JAX), and were housed in cages separate from and
istant to the cages housing the subject mice, to avoid visual, auditory, and
lfactory contact. Strangers had no previous physical contact with the subjects,
nd were kept in a separate location from the subjects on the day of testing.
everal days before the start of social testing, the mice serving as strangers were

abituated to the wire cages in the social apparatus for 5–10 min per day, for at
east 5 days. Each stranger was used only once per day, and the strangers for
he sociability test and the social novelty tests were taken from separate cages.
ontaining the stranger mouse in a wire cage served the purpose of preventing
ggressive and sexual interactions, as well as ensuring that all social approach
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Fig. 1. Testing apparatus for (A) social behavior, (B) an appetitively-motivated
T-maze learning task, and (C) spatial learning in the Morris water maze. In the
preference for social novelty task (A), the subject mouse has a choice between
staying in the center chamber, spending time in the side chamber with stranger
1, or spending time in the side chamber with a newly introduced conspecific,
stranger 2 (each enclosed in a wire cage). In the T-maze procedure (B), the
mouse is trained to enter either the left or right arm to receive a food reward. In
the water maze task (C), the subject mouse is shown on the submerged escape
platform. Multiple cues in the room are used for spatial navigation to locate the
hidden platform.
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as initiated only by the subject mouse. Previous experiments indicated that
he strain of the stranger did not change the social approach of the subject [89].
he empty wire cage served as a control for the properties of the container, in
ddition to serving as the novel inanimate object with no social valence.

.8. Olfactory test

Several days before the olfactory test, an unfamiliar food (Froot Loops, Kel-
ogg Co., Battle Creek, MI) was placed overnight in the home cages of the
ubject mice, in order to avoid food neophobia on the day of testing. Observa-
ions of consumption were taken to ensure that the novel food was palatable to
he mice. In most cases, mice immediately began eating the cereal. Cages were
lso checked for uneaten cereal on the following day. On the day of the test, each
ouse was placed in a large, clean tub cage (46 cm L × 23.5 cm W × 20 cm H),

ontaining 3 cm deep paper chip bedding (Canbrands Product, Moncton NB,
anada), and allowed to explore for 5 min. The animal was removed from the
age, and one Froot Loop was buried in the cage bedding, approximately 1 cm
elow the surface of the litter. The subject mouse was then returned to the
age for a 15-min test. Measures were taken of latency to find the buried food.
ice from the A/J, C3H/HeJ, and FVB/NJ strains were tested without food

eprivation. Because latencies were sometimes long, and food restriction is rou-
inely used to shorten latencies in buried food testing, the remaining inbred
trains (C57BL/6J, C57L/J, DBA/2J, AKR/J, BALB/cByJ, BTBR T+tf/J, and
29S1/SvImJ) were tested for olfactory ability following a period of food depri-
ation. For these groups, all food was removed from the home cage 16–20 h
efore the test.

.9. Elevated plus-maze test for anxiety-like behaviors

This conflict test is based on a natural tendency of mice to actively explore
new environment, versus the aversive properties of an elevated open runway

12,47,74]. In the present study, mice were given one 5-min trial on the plus-
aze, which had two closed arms, with walls 40 cm in height, and two open

rms. The maze was elevated 50 cm from the floor, and the arms were 21 cm
ong. Animals were placed on the center section (9.5 cm × 9.5 cm), and allowed
o freely explore the maze. Measures were taken of time on, and number of
ntries into, the open and closed arms. Percent open arm time was calculated as
00 × (time spent on the open arms/(time in the open arms + time in the closed
rms)). Percent open arm entries were calculated using the same formula, but
sing the measure for entries.

.10. T-maze acquisition and reversal learning

Mice were first food-deprived to 85–90% of their free-feeding body weight
efore starting the appetitively-motivated T-maze task. Mice were habituated to
he T-maze (Fig. 1B) and shaped to obtain food from cups recessed into the ends
f the arms across 5 days. Ten training trials per day were then initiated. For
ach mouse, one arm was designated as the correct arm. One reinforcer (Noyes
ucrose pellet, 20 mg, Research Diets, Inc., New Brunswick, NJ) was available
n the designated arm for each trial. The reinforced arm was on the left side for
alf of the mice, and on the right side for the other half. At the beginning of each
est session, the mouse was placed in the start box at the bottom of the T-maze
tem. The start box door was opened, and the mouse was given a choice between
ntering either arm. If the mouse made the correct choice, it was given time to
onsume the sugar pellet, and then guided back into the start box for the next
rial. Incorrect choices were not rewarded or punished. For each successive trial,
he reward was always placed in the same arm. Latency to enter an arm, number
f errors in arm selection, and number of days to criterion were recorded by a
uman observer. The criterion for task acquisition, determined for each mouse,
as 80% correct responses on three consecutive days for the following strains:
57BL/6J, C57L/J, FVB/NJ, C3H/HeJ, AKR/J, and A/J. Each mouse that met
riterion for acquisition was then further tested using a reversal procedure, in

hich the reinforcer location was switched to the arm opposite to its previous

ocation for each mouse. Ten trials per day were then administered for reversal
earning, using the same methods and criterion as described above.

Criterion was changed for two inbred strains: BALB/cByJ and BTBR T+tf/J,
o limit the number of days of training. Instead of running each mouse until
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riterion had been met, a group average for 80% correct responses across 3
ays of testing was used. When the group average was at criterion, the mice
ere further tested using a reversal procedure. For the DBA/2J mice, a criterion
f 70% correct responses on three consecutive days was used because results
rom the first inbred strain tested, the C57BL/6J mice, suggested that the 80%
riterion level was too difficult. Since the water maze procedure (described
elow) was determined to be more useful in finding differences in reversal
earning, the last strain, 129S1/SvImJ, was not evaluated with the T-maze
est.

.11. Water maze test

The Morris water maze task, illustrated in Fig. 1C, was based on the standard
ethods for spatial learning in rodents [84,91,130]. The water maze consisted of
large circular pool (diameter = 122 cm) partially filled with water (45 cm deep,
4–26 ◦C), located in a room with numerous visual cues. To allow detection
y an automated tracking system (Noldus Ethovision), overhead fluorescent
ighting was used for dark-pigmented strains, while halogen lighting directed
t the ceiling was used for the albino strains (A/J, AKR/J, and BALB/cByJ).
ice were tested for their ability to find an escape platform (diameter = 12 cm)

n three different components: visible platform acquisition, hidden (submerged)
latform acquisition, and subsequent probe trial in the absence of the platform,
ollowed by hidden platform training in a new location and subsequent probe
rial for reversal learning. In each case, the criterion for learning was an average
atency of 15 s or less to locate the platform across a block of four consecutive
rials per day.

In the visible platform test, each animal was given four trials per day, across
days, to swim to an escape platform cued by a patterned cylinder extending
bove the surface of the water. For each trial, the mouse was placed in the pool
t one of four possible locations (randomly ordered), and then given 60 s to find
he visible platform. If the mouse found the platform, the trial ended, and the
nimal was allowed to remain 10 s on the platform before the next trial began. If
he platform was not found, the mouse was placed on the platform for 10 s, and
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able 1
hysical characteristics, vocalizations, home cage behavior, sensory reflexes, olfactor

C57BL/6J C57L/J DBA/2J FVB/NJ

hysical characteristics
Body weight (g) 20.1 ± 0.5 15 ± 0.3 18.8 ± 0.4 19.6 ± 0.3
Poor coat condition (%) 0 0 0 0
Piloerection (%) 0 0 6 35

ocalization during
handling or reflex
test (%)

15 26 67 0

ome cage (% cages)
Nest building (%) 100 100 100 100
Huddling (%) 100 100 100 80
Aberrant responses (%) 0 0 0 0

eflexes (% of mice normal)
Corneal (%) 85 100 78 100
Visual placing (%) 100 100 100 100
Vibrissae orienting (%) 100 100 83 100
Preyer reflex (%) 90 90 100 100

lfaction test
Uncovered buried food

(% mice)
85a 100a 100a 100

Latency to find (s) 282 ± 67 167 ± 32 158 ± 34 198 ± 46

otor coordination
Rotarod latency to fall

(s)
118 ± 16 98 ± 11 127 ± 7 129 ± 16

Inverting on rotarod (%
mice, Trial 2)

65 40 65 Not recorded

a Mice were tested for olfactory ability following 16–20 h of food deprivation.
Research 176 (2007) 4–20

hen given the next trial. Measures were taken of latency to find the platform,
wimming distance, and swimming velocity, via an automated tracking system
Noldus Ethovision). Only groups that were able to reach criterion with a visible
latform were given further tests with the hidden platform. The visible platform
est was not repeated for reversal learning.

The following week, mice were trained on the hidden platform test. Using
he same procedure as described above, each animal was given four trials per day,
or up to 9 days, to learn the location of the submerged platform. At the end of the
ay that the group met the 15 s criterion for learning, or else on day 9 of testing,
ice were given a 1-min probe trial in the pool with the platform removed. In

his case, selective quadrant search was evaluated by measuring percent of time
pent in each quadrant of the pool. Spatial learning was demonstrated by greater
wim times in the quadrant where the platform had been previously located, in
omparison to other areas of the pool. In the week following the acquisition
hase, mice were tested for reversal learning, using the same procedure. In
his phase, the hidden platform was located in a different quadrant in the pool,
iagonal to its previous location. As before, measures were taken of latency to
nd the platform, swimming distance, and swimming velocity. On the day that

he criterion for learning was met, or else on day 9 of testing, the platform was
emoved from the pool, and the group was given a probe trial to evaluate reversal
earning.

.12. Statistical analysis

Each inbred strain was tested separately in the behavioral assays. Therefore,
ata from each strain were analyzed separately, using within-strain comparisons
elevant to the behavioral parameter(s) of the specific task. Data from the two
omponents of the social behavior test (sociability and social novelty) were

nalyzed using within-strain repeated measures ANOVAs, with the factor of
hamber side (e.g., stranger 1 side or the opposite side). Within-strain repeated
easures ANOVAs were used to compare time spent in each quadrant of the
ater maze during the probe trials. For all comparisons, significance was set at
< 0.05.

y ability, and a motor test

C3H/HeJ AKR/J A/J BALB/cByJ BTBR 129S1

19.8 ± 0.3 19.9 ± 0.5 18.4 ± 0.5 20.9 ± 0.3 20 ± 0.8 19.5 ± 0.3
0 0 0 0 8 0
5 0 0 15 4 0

0 90 0 30 4 10

100 100 100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100 100 80

0 0 0 0 0 0

100 100 100 90 80 100
100 80 80 100 100 100
100 100 100 95 100 100
100 100 90 80 92 100

60 80a 70 100a 83a 80a

639 ± 72 409 ± 70 423 ± 81 84 ± 15 379 ± 89 337 ± 72

51 ± 9 195 ± 19 102 ± 9 117 ± 10 69 ± 15 177 ± 19

100 50 85 35 25 35
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. Results

.1. Home cage behaviors, neurobehavioral reflexes,
ensory abilities, and motor functions

Preliminary observations indicated that the mice from the 10
nbred strains appeared in good general health, without any overt
mpairments or aberrant responses. Table 1 describes the results
f specific measures of general health, home cage behaviors,
eurological reflexes, sensory abilities, and motor functions. At
he initiation of testing, the majority of the inbred strains had
ody weights in the range of 19–21 g, with the lowest average
ody weight observed for the C57L/J (C57L) strain. In the home
age, mice from each strain built nests from Nestlet squares, slept
ogether in huddles, and did not display any unusual levels of
ctivity or fighting during the home cage observation periods.
ssentially all mice displayed normal vision on the forepaw
isual placing reflex, and normal hearing on the Preyer acous-
ic startle reflex. Olfaction appeared to be normal in all strains,
s individuals were able to locate a buried food reward, pro-
iding evidence that the strains were not anosmic. Five of the
trains (C57BL/6J (C57BL), C57L, DBA/2J (DBA), FVB/NJ
FVB), and BALB/cByJ (BALB)) found the cereal within 5 min
f testing. The longest latencies were observed in the C3H/HeJ
C3H) and A/J mice, which were among the three strains that
id not have food deprivation before the test. All of the strains
howed some level of proficiency in the accelerating rotarod task
or motor coordination and balance, with the AKR/J (AKR) and
29S1/SvImJ (129) mice having the greatest ability, and the C3H
nd BTBR T+tf/J (BTBR) animals demonstrating lower levels
f performance.

Strain distributions for exploration in a novel envi-
onment are shown in Fig. 2. Rank orders of the
train means for total distance traveled were BTBR
+tf/J > FVB/NJ > C57L/J > AKR/J > 129S1/SvImJ > DBA/2J >
57BL/6J > C3H/HeJ > BALB/cByJ > A/J. As previously
escribed [22,56,80,107,112], A/J had extremely low levels of
istance traveled, rearing movements, and time spent in the
enter of the open field. The 129 group had higher levels of
orizontal activity and distance, but almost no rearing across
he 5-min test. Interestingly, A/J and 129 mice appeared normal
n the accelerating rotarod task, indicating that these strains are
ot generally impaired on motor tasks. The highest levels of
earing were seen in the FVB and C57L strains. These strains
lso showed the highest levels of center time in the open field.

.2. Elevated plus-maze

The elevated plus-maze test was used to investigate
hether high levels of anxiety-like responses were associ-

ted with low social approach in the social behavior test.
ig. 3 shows the percentage of session time spent on the
pen arms, and the percentage of the total entries into the

pen arms of the plus-maze, as well as the total num-
er of entries, for eight inbred strains. Rank order of the
train means for % time in the open arms was C57L/J > BTBR
+tf/J > C57BL/6J > A/J > AKR/J > 129S1/SvImJ > BALB/cByJ

>
a
t
t

ig. 2. Activity in a novel open field environment in 10 inbred mouse strains.
ata shown are mean (+S.E.M.) for each strain for a 5-min test.

DBA/2J, generally consistent with the literature [12]. The

rtifactually high percentage of entries into the open arms in
he A/J mice reflected the very low number of total entries for
his strain.
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ig. 3. Performance in the elevated plus maze test for anxiety-like behavior in
ight inbred mouse strains. Data shown are mean (+S.E.M.) for each strain for
5-min test.

.3. Social behavior test

Fig. 4 presents the strain distributions for duration of time
pent in each chamber for the sociability and preference for
ocial novelty tests. Data from the DBA and FVB strains were
aken from a previously published dataset using identical meth-
ds [86], and included for comparison to the other inbred mouse
trains. Six of the inbred strains spent more time in the side
ontaining the unfamiliar stranger 1, versus the side containing
he empty wire cage [within-group repeated measures ANOVA,
< 0.05]. Four inbred strains did not spend significantly more

ime with stranger 1: A/J, BALB, BTBR, and 129. Rank
rder of strain means for time spent with stranger 1 was:
3H/HeJ > DBA/2J > FVB/NJ > C57L/J > C57BL/6J > 129S1/
vImJ > BTBR T+tf/J > AKRJ > A/J > BALB/cByJ. On
reference for social novelty, six of the strains had a
ignificant preference for spending time in the side con-
aining the newly introduced stranger 2, in comparison to
he side with stranger 1 [within-group repeated measures
NOVA, p < 0.05]. Mice from the C3H/HeJ, AKR/J, A/J,

nd 129S1/SvImJ strains did not spend significantly more

ime with stranger 2 than with stranger 1. Rank order
f strain means for time spent with stranger 2 was: BTBR
+tf/J > FVB/NJ > C57L/J > DBA/2J > 129S1/SvImJ > C3H/HeJ
C57BL/6J > AKRJ > A/J > BALB/cByJ.

1
2
m
t
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Only one strain, A/J, failed to demonstrate higher levels of
niffing for the cage containing stranger 1 in comparison to the
mpty cage (Fig. 5). In contrast, five strains did not show a
ignificant preference for social novelty on the sniffing measure:
3H, AKR, A/J, BTBR, and 129. The DBA and FVB strains are
ot included in this figure, because these groups were tested
efore methods were in place for quantifying sniff time.

As previously reported, the number of entries did not reflect
ime spent in the side chambers, but appeared to be an indepen-
ent measure of general exploratory locomotion [86,89] (Fig. 6).
onsistent with their low open field activity, A/J displayed low
umbers of total entries on both the sociability and preference
or social novelty tasks. It is interesting to note that BALB,
TBR, and 129, which showed social deficits, had numbers
f entries comparable to other strains, such as DBA and C3H,
hat demonstrated high sociability. General exploration of the
ide chambers, therefore, appears to be independent of social
pproach tendencies, instead providing a control measure for
otor abilities, general exploration, and/or anxiety-related traits.

.4. Reversal learning in the T-maze task

The appetitively-motivated T-maze task was used to assess
hether any of the inbred strains showed a resistance to change

n a learned pattern of behavior. Strains that acquired the task
emonstrated good reversal learning (Fig. 7). Large differences
n the rates of acquisition, measured as the percent of each group

eeting criterion, were observed for the first six inbred strains
ested in the T-maze. One unpredicted finding was the poor origi-
al acquisition in C57BL. Only seven out of twenty C57BL mice
eached the criterion of 80% correct responses across 3 consec-
tive days of testing. This finding was replicated in a second set
f C57BL mice, where only 3 of 20 animals met criterion during
5 days of testing. Low rates of acquisition were also observed
n the related C57L strain, with only 1 of 19 mice reaching cri-
erion by day 10 of testing (data not shown). The failure to learn
as not due to a lack of reinforcer palatability, since mice con-

umed the reward on most correct trials, and was not due to low
xploration in the T-maze. The subjects continued to make arm
hoices during each trial, but without forming a preference for
he arm containing the reward. However, of the seven C57BL

ice from the first group tested that met criterion for acquisition,
ll reached criterion on reversal learning.

For the BALB and BTBR strains, the criterion for learning
as changed to a group average (rather than an individual aver-

ge) of eight or more correct responses across 3 days, with a
aximum of 10 days of testing (Fig. 7G and H; number of correct

rials across training days). Mice from both strains demonstrated
apid acquisition of the task, and high levels of reversal learn-
ng. Another issue in the development of the present sequence of
utism-related tasks was the order of testing on the T-maze and
orris water maze, since both tasks are somewhat stressful. The
TBR strain was tested twice in the T-maze, first approximately

month before the Morris water maze, and then approximately
weeks following training in the Morris water maze. The BTBR
ice demonstrated similar levels of acquisition and learning for

he second T-maze test (data not shown) as seen in the first test
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Fig. 4. Duration of time spent in each chamber during the test for (A) sociability and (B) preference for social novelty in 10 inbred mouse strains. Data shown are
mean (+S.E.M.) for each strain for a 10-min test. *p < 0.05, within-group comparison, time spent in proximity to stranger 1 is significantly different from time spent
in proximity to a novel empty wire cage side (A), or time spent in proximity to stranger 2 is significantly different from time spent in proximity to stranger 1 side (B).

Fig. 5. Time spent sniffing each cage during the test for (A) sociability and (B) preference for social novelty in eight inbred mouse strains. Data shown are mean
(+S.E.M.) for each strain. *p < 0.05, within-group comparison, different from measure from the empty cage (A) or stranger 1 cage (B).
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ig. 6. Number of entries into each side chamber during the test for (A) sociabi
ean (+S.E.M.) for each strain. *p < 0.05, within-group comparison, entries int

Fig. 7H), indicating that the T-maze task can be conducted either
efore or after the Morris water maze task.

.5. Reversal learning in the water maze task

The Morris water maze test was a second method used to
ssess resistance to change in a learned pattern of behavior
cross inbred strains. On the visible platform task, the C57BL,
57L, DBA, AKR, BALB, BTBR, and 129 strains had escape

atencies ranging from 4.2 to 10 s by the third day of training.
hree other strains, A/J and the visually impaired FVB and C3H
trains, failed to meet criterion on this task, and were not further
ested. The A/J mice were observed to have low swim speeds,
nd showed floating and pawing at the walls of the water maze.
he FVB and C3H mice did not appear to have difficulties in
wimming, but tended to remain near the maze walls. C3H mice
lso demonstrated circling during some trials.

All strains reached criterion on the original hidden platform
cquisition within 7 days, except BALB and BTBR (Fig. 8).
he rank order for days to criterion for each strain was BTBR
+tf/J > C57BL/6J = 129S1/SvImJ > DBA/2J = BALB/cByJ >
57L/J = AKR/J. All strains reached criterion for rever-

al in acquisition of the new hidden platform location,
ith the rank order for days to criterion during rever-
al learning BALB/cByJ > BTBR T+tf/J = 129S1/SvImJ >
57BL/6J > C57L/J = DBA/2J = AKR/J.

During the probe trials, the platform was removed from the
ater maze, and measures of time in each quadrant were taken

m
s
i
h

d (B) preference for social novelty in 10 inbred mouse strains. Data shown are
nger 2 side different from entries into stranger 1 side.

Fig. 9). After the original acquisition, all strains except DBA
howed significant selective search on the probe trial [main
ffect of quadrant, within-strain repeated measures ANOVA,
< 0.05]. Rank order for mean percent time spent in the trained
uadrant was BALB/cByJ > C57L/J > 129S1/SvImJ > BTBR
+tf/J > C57BL/6J > AKR/J > DBA/2J. After re-training on the
ew hidden platform location, selective search on the probe
rial for the reversal task was significant for C57BL, C57L,
nd BALB [main effect of quadrant, within-strain repeated
easures ANOVA, p < 0.05], and not significant for DBA,
KR, BTBR, and 129. Rank order for time spent in the

rained quadrant in the reversal task was BALB/cByJ > C57L/J >
57BL/6J > 129S1/SvImJ > AKR/J > BTBR T+tf/J > DBA/2J.

. Discussion

Modeling the symptoms of autism in mice presents a unique
hallenge. Poor language skills, idiosyncratic responses to
ensory stimuli, absence of empathy and Theory of Mind, and
ack of eye contact are a few examples of human symptoms
18,44,76,96,120] that are extremely difficult to parallel in mice.
owever, to investigate hypotheses about genes underlying

utism, and to evaluate potential treatments, the field needs
ood behavioral tasks relevant to at least a subset of the

ore amenable symptoms of autism. We began with two core

ymptoms, aberrant social interaction and resistance to change
n routine, because the natural repertoire of mice includes
igh levels of social interaction [46,85,116,117] and some
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Fig. 7. Acquisition and reversal learning in a T-maze task for eight inbred mouse strains. For the first six strains (panels A–F), only mice which learned the task
during the acquisition phase were further tested for reversal learning. Criterion was set as 8 or more correct responses across 3 days, with 10 trials per day, except
for the DBA/2J group, which had a criterion of 7 or more correct responses across 3 days, with 10 trials per day. For the last two strains (panels G and H), criterion
was set as a group average of 8 or more correct responses across 3 days, with 10 trials per day. In these two groups, all of the subjects tested for acquisition were also
tested for reversal learning (N = 20 BALB/cByJ and 24 BTBR T + tf/J mice).
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ig. 8. Acquisition and reversal in the Morris water maze task for seven inbred
roup average latency of 15 s or less to find the hidden platform. After reaching
o a new quadrant for the reversal task. Data shown are mean (±S.E.M.) of four

xamples of perseveration [53,54,99]. Our three-chambered
utomated social approach task was based on existing social

asks for rodents [17,42,46,69]. The present apparatus is a

odification that restricts initiation of social approach to
he subject mice only, to allow more selective scoring of
he sociability trait in subject mice. The T-maze and Morris

w
p
r
e

se strains. Mice were given up to 9 days to reach criterion for learning, set at a
on on the original acquisition, the location of the hidden platform was changed
per day.

ater maze reversal tasks were based on existing literature
n learning and memory in rats and mice [1,31,104], and

ere conceptualized as relevant to the inability of autistic
eople to break habits and change routines. The present studies
eveal the usefulness of these social and reversal tasks in
xplicating genetic backgrounds in mice that underlie unusually
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Fig. 9. Selective quadrant search on the Morris water maze following (A) hidden
platform training and (B) reversal of hidden platform location. Each mouse was
given a 1-min probe trial with the escape platform removed. Target (black bars)
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ndicates the quadrant where the platform has been located during training trials.
p < 0.05, within-strain repeated measures ANOVA, significant main effect of
uadrant.

ow levels of social approach and poor ability to learn a new
ask.

The 10 inbred strains were selected from the 40 mouse
trains included in the Mouse Phenome Project, a comprehen-
ive phenotype database curated by The Jackson Laboratory
19]. This database provides information on multiple strain
haracteristics, including anatomical measurements, behavioral
rofiles, and drug responses, as well as data on genetic back-
round (http://www.aretha.jax.org/pub-cgi/phenome/mpdcgi).
he strains in the present study were chosen to represent a wide

ange of genetic backgrounds. Most of the strains were also
ategorized as “high priority” for phenotyping by the Mouse
henome Project, due to widespread use as experimental sub-

ects, and as background strains for transgenic and null-allele
ouse lines.
Some of the strains selected for the present project have

nown sensory or motoric deficiencies. The genotypes of the
3H/HeJ and FVB/NJ mice include the gene for retinal degen-
ration, which leads to blindness by the age of weaning [111].
his sensory impairment did not result in low sociability or the

nability to perform the T-maze task in the present study, but did
reclude testing for spatial learning in the Morris water maze.
/J mice are characterized by a mutation in the dysferlin gene,

eading to a lack of dysferlin protein in skeletal muscle [65]. Sim-
lar deficiencies of dysferlin have been associated with muscular
ystrophy in humans [e.g. 81]. We found that the A/J mice had

arkedly low levels of exploration and poor swimming ability in

he water maze. Profiles for the AKR/J strain include high rates
f leukemia, which leads to a shortened lifespan [e.g. 90]. Early
ortality in the AKR/J group of the present study necessitated

b
B

e
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onducting the water maze test earlier in the testing sequence,
sing a second set of mice.

A thorough evaluation of the 10 inbred strains was conducted
o determine any physical, sensory, or motor defects that might
nterfere with their ability to perform the social and reversal
asks. Measures of general health, home cage behavior, body
eight, olfactory ability to locate buried food, acoustic startle,
isual forepaw placing, eye blink, ear twitch, whisker move-
ent, open field activity, elevated plus-maze anxiety-related

ehaviors, and rotarod motor coordination and balance, were
valuated to rule out false positives that could lead to arti-
actual interpretations, as previously described for behavioral
henotyping of transgenic and knockout mice [16,39,110,118].
n addition, the reversal tasks included analysis of the original
cquisition to evaluate learning ability independently of reversal.

Male mice from six inbred strains, C57BL/6J, C57L/J,
BA/2J, FVB/NJ, C3H/HeJ, and AKR/J, demonstrated signifi-

ant sociability, as measured by the relative amount of time spent
n the side of the test box containing an unfamiliar stranger.
hese results replicate and extend previous reports for social
pproach in mice [21,24,25,86,89,102]. Four inbred strains, A/J,
ALB/cByJ, BTBR T+tf/J, and 129S1/SvImJ, did not spend
ore time with a new mouse, as compared to time spent with

n inanimate novel object. However, tendencies for sociability
ould be seen in the measure for sniffing, which was significant
or all but the A/J strain. The overall strain distribution indicates
hat sniffing at a cage containing another mouse was prefer-
ble to sniffing at an empty cage in almost every mouse strain
ested in the present study, but this preference did not necessarily
eflect the overall amount of time that the mice were spending
n each side of the social test box. It is possible that sniffing
rovides a more sensitive measure for social approach, allow-
ng the detection of sociability in strains such as BALB/cByJ or
TBR T + tf/J. On the other hand, sniffing may reflect a gener-
lly present investigatory strategy in mice, driven more by the
ichness and complexity of olfactory stimuli, and not by the
ocial milieu per se. Our first methodological validation of this
ocial approach task revealed a significant correlation between
ime spent in the chamber with a stranger mouse and time spent
niffing a stranger mouse (89). Further methodological analyses
ill be required to understand why some inbred strains showed
dissociation between time spent in the side chamber contain-

ng a stranger mouse and time spent in directly sniffing the wire
age containing a stranger mouse in the present experiments.

Low social approach in A/J, BALB/cByJ, and 129S1/SvImJ
ay represent an artifact of low exploratory activity, as seen in

he open field test, and/or high anxiety-like behavior, as seen in
he elevated plus-maze. A/J, BALB/cByJ, and 129/S1/SvImJ
howed low levels of horizontal activity, total distance trav-
led, numbers of rears in the open field, and center time in
he open field. Similarly, A/J, BALB/cByJ, and 129S1/SvImJ
isplayed low percent time and percent entries into the open
rms of the elevated plus-maze. Further, low numbers of entries

etween chambers in the social apparatus were found for A/J,
ALB/cByJ, and 129/S1/SvImJ.

A/J, BALB/cByJ, and related BALB/c substrains have been
xtensively reported to demonstrate more anxiety-like responses

http://www.aretha.jax.org/pub-cgi/phenome/mpdcgi
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han other inbred mouse strains, dependent upon the behavioral
ssay used to test the mice [14,23,26,28,29,59,80,113]. Brodkin
nd colleagues [24,25,102], using a procedure similar to that of
he present study, have reported specific deficiencies in social
pproach in the related BALB/cJ strain. Thus, anxiety-like
raits, low exploration, and/or locomotor deficits may represent
rtifacts that would confound the interpretation of low social
pproach in these strains. Only one strain, BTBR T+tf/J, failed
o show significant sociability while displaying high open field
xploration and a lack of anxiety-like behavior on the elevated
lus-maze.

Preference for social novelty characterizes many rodent
pecies [15,17,42,46,69]. Comparison of time spent with a new
tranger 2 versus time spent with the now-familiar stranger 1
n our three-chambered automated social approach apparatus
onveys additional information about social recognition and
ocial discrimination. The aberrant reciprocal social interactions
n some autistic individuals include indiscriminate approach to
trangers and acquaintances [51]. We reasoned that failure to
isplay preference for social novelty by an inbred strain of
ice would provide further support for a social deficit that
ay be relevant to the symptoms of autism. Preference for

ocial novelty was detected in C57BL/6J, C57L/J, DBA/2J,
VB/NJ, and BALB/cByJ. Four strains, C3H/HeJ, AKR/J, A/J,
nd 129S1/SvImJ, failed to spend significantly more time in
he chamber with the new stranger 2 than in the chamber of
he more familiar stranger 1. These same four strains, as well
s the BTBR T + tf/J strain, also failed to spent more time
niffing stranger 2, in comparison to stranger 1. BTBR T + tf/J
as the only strain with significant preference for social nov-

lty on time spent in the chamber with stranger 2, but no
ignificant preference for social novelty on time spent sniff-
ng stranger 2. This discrepancy between the measures may
e related to the generally low rates of sniffing observed in
he BTBR T + tf/J strain during the social novelty test. Low
xploratory locomotion and/or high anxiety-like behaviors could
gain account for the lack of preference for social novelty in
/J and 129S1/SvImJ. AKR/J remains interesting as the only

train that appeared normal on all of the control measures, but
id not display preference for social novelty. The rank orders
or sociability did not match the rank orders for preference for
ocial novelty in these 10 inbred strains, indicating that these
wo social approach tasks are mediated by different background
enes.

Two learning tasks were employed to evaluate the ability
o change a response strategy to obtain reinforcement. Rever-
al of the food-reinforced arm of a T-maze, and reversal of the
ocation of the hidden platform in the Morris water maze, were
onceptualized as relevant to the impaired ability of autistic
eople to change their habits and routines. Acquisition of the
riginal reinforced location served as a built-in control for pro-
edural abilities to locomote, see, navigate, feed, swim, learn,
nd remember. Most of the strains demonstrated high levels of

earning during both acquisition and reversal in the T-maze,
ncluding DBA/2J, FVB/NJ, C3H/HeJ, A/J, BALB/cByJ, and
TBR T+tf/J. All of the strains that were able to reach criterion
uring the visible platform task in the water maze were also able
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o reach criterion during acquisition and reversal of the hidden
latform task.

Surprisingly, C57BL/6J and the related C57L/J strains
howed poor performance on T-maze acquisition, while demon-
trating high levels of ability in both the acquisition and reversal
ests in the water maze. There have been similar conflicting
ccounts of maze learning in published reports of strain com-
arisons, with C57BL/6J mice showing a range of performance
evels, dependent on the task and testing parameters, and the
trains used for comparison [4,26,63,91,101,123]. In one study,
ice from the BALB/cByJ and DBA/2J strains had better per-

ormance on a spatial T-maze task than mice from the C57BL/6J
nd A/J strains [41]. However, these group differences were not
s evident with a non-spatial version of the T-maze task. Ger-
ai [55] reported that C57BL/6 mice have higher tendencies to
xplore a more-novel arm on the T-maze, in comparison to mice
rom the 129/SV, 129/SVEV, or DBA/2 strains. This type of
trong bias for alternation would lead to lower levels of per-
ormance on tasks requiring the return to a previously-visited
ocation, such as the T-maze task used in the present study.

Past work on strain distributions for water maze performance
as suggested that BALB/cBy mice show low levels of spatial
earning, especially in comparison to C57BL/6 or DBA/2J mice
50,91,114]. In contrast, Wahlsten et al. [123] reported excellent
patial learning, in terms of percent time in the target quadrant,
or BALB/cByJ. Significant preference for the target quadrant
as also observed for the BALB/cByJ strain in the present study.
BTBR T+tf/J was the only strain tested that showed a specific

eficit in reversal learning, without concomitant low scores
or open field center time and plus-maze open arm time. The
mpairment was detected only in the Morris water maze, while
TBR T+tf/J was normal on reversal in the T-maze. In the water
aze task, BTBR T+tf/J failed to show significant selective

uadrant search on the reversal probe trial. Probe trial failure
fter normal hidden platform acquisition has been reported for
argeted mutations of several genes [109,131], and generally
ndicates failure to form a hippocampal cognitive map of cues
n the room environment. One interpretation of the reversal
ailure in BTBR T+tf/J is that this strain is deficient at making
hanges in its cognitive map of external environmental cues.
eficits in reversal learning in the Morris water maze have been
bserved in the Fmr1-null mouse, an animal model for fragile

syndrome [9,71]. These mice also show changes in social
ehavior [82,108]. Children with fragile X syndrome evidence
high rate of autistic-like behaviors [60], suggesting that the

ltered behavior in the mouse model may reflect an autism-like
henotype.

Interestingly, three of the four inbred strains not show-
ng significant social approach, the BALB/cByJ, BTBR
+tf/J, and 129S1/SvImJ strains, have been characterized
y varying degrees of hereditary corpus callosum agenesis
10,122,124,125]. A small percentage of BALB/c mice do not
evelop a corpus callosum, the thick band of axons that pro-

ides the interconnection between the two cerebral hemispheres
f the brain [122,124,125]. Callosal deficiency is apparent, at
uch greater penetrance, in BTBR T+tf/J and some 129 sub-

trains [10,124,125]. A survey of multiple inbred strains found
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that 100% of the BTBR T+tf/J mice had no corpus callosum, and
most mice from that strain also had deficits in the hippocam-
pal commissure [125]. It is noteworthy that clinical studies
using magnetic resonance imaging or voxel-based morphome-
try have found reduced corpus callosum size in autistic patients
[32,78,95,127], which may be related to symptom severity [64].

Recent work has provided evidence for abnormal social
behavior in other genetic mouse models for autism. The
Mecp2308/Y mouse models a loss of function mutation in the
MECP2 gene, which causes Rett syndrome in humans [3]. This
neurodevelopmental disorder is linked with autistic-like symp-
toms, such as severe language loss, motor stereotypies, and
mental retardation [57]. The mouse model exhibits impaired
social interactions and abnormal forelimb movements [83].
An aberrant behavioral phenotype, including decreased social
approach and social interaction, can also be observed when the
loss of Mecp2 occurs postnatally and is restricted to forebrain
areas [52]. In human populations, susceptibility for autism spec-
trum disorders has been linked to chromosome 7q [33,128,129],
which contains genes involved in early brain development. The
function of one of these genes, WNT2, is mediated by dishev-
elled 1 (Dvl1). Mice with a loss of Dvl1 show less home cage
huddling, but no changes in acquisition of spatial learning in
the water maze test [73,75]. Another gene located in the 7q
region is FOXP2. In humans, mutations in FOXP2 have been
linked to severe language deficits [72,77]. Interestingly, dis-
ruptions of the Foxp2 gene in mice lead to overt reductions
in the ultrasonic vocalizations that pups emit when isolated
from their mothers [106]. The Foxp2-deficient mouse may pro-
vide a model for communication deficits early in development.
Other mouse models that reflect neuroanatomical, biochemi-
cal, or genetic abnormalities associated with autism have been
developed, and await systematic evaluation of their behavioral
phenotype [34,85,88,99,100].

The present results support our multiple test strategy to eval-
uate mouse models for face validity to the symptoms of autism.
It is unlikely that all of the defining and associated symptoms of
autism will find parallels in a single inbred strain or knockout
mouse. Instead, specific endophenotypes in autism offer specific
targets for analogous phenotypes in an armamentarium of mouse
models [58,68]. Behavioral endophenotypes that we and others
have been able to model in mice include social approach for
face validity to the core symptom of aberrant reciprocal social
interactions, perseveration on reversal tasks for the core symp-
tom of repetitive behaviors and resistance to change in routine,
and anxiety-like responses on the elevated plus-maze and other
tasks relevant to the commonly associated anxiety symptom.
Measurements of brain volume in relevant mouse models may
reflect the associated biological marker of larger brain size at
young ages in autistic children [30,37,94,97]. Evaluating many
control parameters of general health and physical abilities may
reveal further relevant phenotypes in mouse models, such as
hypersensitivity to sensory stimuli or sleep disorders. Further,
conducting careful controls to evaluate general health will avoid
false positive misinterpretations of phenotypes. The challenge to
developing a good mouse model is to incorporate many features
of autism without overinterpretation of irrelevant artifacts.
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BTBR T+tf/J represents our first strong candidate strain, dis-
overed from our initial analysis of 10 strains recommended by
he International Mouse Phenome Project [19]. Unlike standard

ouse strains, BTBR T+tf/J spent as much time with a novel
bject as with a stranger mouse, indicating a low level of socia-
ility. Normal scores on measures of exploratory locomotion,
lfaction, ability to discriminate stranger 1 from stranger 2 and
reference for the new stranger, anxiety-like behaviors, sensory
eflexes, and general health indicate a specific deficit in socia-
ility in BTBR T+tf/J. Low sociability in A/J, BALB/cByJ, and
29S1/SvImJ are more difficult to interpret, since low social
pproach in these strains may have been confounded by low
xploratory locomotion and high anxiety-like traits. Consistent
ith the present findings, Valerie Bolivar and Lorraine Fla-
erty at the Wadsworth Institute in Albany, New York have
ocumented low reciprocal social interaction in BTBR T+tf/J
20,21]. Preliminary data by Hewlet McFarlane and Jacqueline
rawley at NIMH indicate low levels of social interactions in

uvenile BTBR T+tf/J mice, as compared to juvenile C57BL/6J
manuscript in preparation).

Genetic analyses of interesting mouse strains, such as BTBR
+tf/J, by DNA microarrays and by mining single nucleotide
olymorphism databases, may reveal the genes underlying low
ocial approach, deficits in reversal learning, and other behav-
oral characteristics relevant to the autism phenotype. Identi-
ying genes underlying both the behavioral deficits and neu-
oanatomical features, such as corpus callosum agenesis in
TBR T+tf/J, may highlight candidate genes to investigate for

he neurodevelopmental pathology leading to autism. Obtaining
nformation iteratively from mouse and human studies, using
ehavioral and genetic analyses, provides a novel approach
o advancing knowledge about genes responsible for the fun-
amental neurodevelopmental defects and resulting behavioral
ymptoms in autism.
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